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Introduction 

Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive           

human-machine interfaces (Pak Chung and Thomas, 2004). In analytical reasoning, the           

predicate is contained in the subject, which is opposed to synthetic reasoning where the predicate               

is excluded from the subject (Palmquist, 1987). For instance, by stating that “Hans is a               

Charlottean”, through analytical reasoning I can make the judgement that he is from North              

Carolina. Since it is generally known that the city of Charlotte lies in the state of North Carolina,                  

I don’t need any prior knowledge about Hans.  

Visual analytics emerged due to the shift from confirmatory statistical or data mining             

techniques to exploratory data analysis. Therefore, visual analytics integrates visual data           

exploration and visual data mining and describes a multidisciplinary field that includes various             

research areas like visualization, human-computer interaction, data analysis, decision support          

and finally, spatiotemporal data processing (Keim et al., 2010). The general idea is to combine               

the powers of human and electronic data processing, employing visualization as a way for              

humans and computers to cooperate, both leveraging their specific capabilities for most effective             

and efficient results (Keim et al., 2008).  

Therefore, the key features of visual analytics are: 1) the emphasis on data analysis,              

problem solving and decision-making, 2) taking advantage of computational processing through           
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application of automated data processing and knowledge discovery algorithms, 3) the effective            

engagement of humans in the analytical process through interactive visual interfaces, 4) the             

support for the provenance of analytical results, 5) the communication of analytical results to              

relevant recipients (Andrienko et al., 2010).  

In the following sections, I will explain the employment of visual analytics for             

spatiotemporal processes, such as disease outbreaks or ocean vessel movement, and how it             

attempts to ameliorate some of the crucial problems of society. I begin with the dimension of                

time, which we geographers struggle to take into account in our analyses and maps, especially               

because cartographic technology seems to outpace its theory (Harrower and Fabrikant, 2008).  

 

The specifics of spatiotemporal data 

“Time is an outstanding dimension” (Aigner et al., 2007), and its meaning has been              

analyzed for ages. It is comprised of granularities, which divide time into units, usually derived               

from calendar systems. Recognizing these steps in time might be important when measurements             

or observations are taken in irregularly (Rind et al., 2013). Bettini et al. (2000) see time as a                  

discrete domain that is composed of chronons, atomic units presented by integer numbers.             

Similar to the spatial primitives, time can be described using the primitives instants as a model of                 

a single point in time, intervals as ranges between two instants, and spans as durations without                

fixed positions (Goralwalla et al., 1998). Health records give examples of all primitives: While              

tests and measurements are instants, treatments and therapies represent intervals or spans (Rind             

et al., 2013).  
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According to Aigner et al. (2007) these primitives are structured along the time axis in               

either one of the following ways: linear time represents a sequential collection of temporal              

primitives and corresponds to our natural perception of time. In cyclic time, an ordered set of                

temporal primitives reoccurs over and over again, which correlates with our view of annual              

seasons. Branching time can be seen as a directed graph with temporal primitives at its nodes,                

which is a structure that is useful for planning and prediction scenarios (if the outcome of an                 

event is A, things progress differently as if it was B).  

 

Shared properties of space and time 

Temporal and spatial data share properties that distinguish them from other types of data,              

for example the dependencies between observations. According to Tobler’s first law,           

observations in close spatial proximity tend to be correlated more than distant observations,             

which is a concept that can be similarly applied to temporal relationships. In accordance with the                

analysis of spatial data, temporal data cannot be examined using standard statistical techniques             

because of their assumption of independence between observations. Delmelle et al. (2013)            

provide a synopsis of spatiotemporal inquiry methods, including point pattern analysis and            

autocorrelation techniques. Therefore, scientists can take advantage of such dependency for           

performing interpolation and for integrating data from different sources that reference a common             

location or point in time (Andrienko et al., 2010).  

However, just like spatial dependency is enfeebled by several circumstances like the            

heterogeneity of geographic space or the presence of barriers, events interrupt temporal            

dependency, as radical changes occurring in short time, such as floods or earthquakes, present a               
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discontinuity in the state of things in time. In addition, the relationship between observations in               

time depends on direction, meaning that future events do not have any effect on past ones, even                 

though a predicted event might have an influence on present ones (Andrienko et al., 2010).  

 

The approaches of visualizing spatiotemporal data 

Representations of time-oriented data can be classified according to the criteria           

dependency and dimensionality. Temporal dependency distinguishes visualizations that are either          

static or dynamic. Static representations refer to still images or maps that usually display data of                

a specific time instant or interval, while dynamic representations change over time, which is the               

case for slide shows or animated maps. The dimensionality criterion merely distinguishes            

between the two commonly used forms of visualizations: 2D and 3D. While some types of data                

require the use of the third dimension (flow or volume data) in order to convey information, this                 

is not the case for most remaining types, which is the subject of a heated debate (Aigner et al.,                   

2007), and will be addressed in the next section, but let’s look at some examples first: 

Small multiples are very straightforward static visualizations that add the temporal           

dimension to a map. Small map displays representing slices of the entire time span in               

consideration are laid out in an ordered regular grid, so that the user can direct his attention from                  

one to the next, and therefore, perceive changes of the attribute in question over time (Tufte,                

1990). Small multiples are often compared to animation, as the small map displays can be seen                

as the frames of an animated visualization, and many experiments are conducted with the aim of                

assessing and justifying the benefit of paying the higher price of building a more complex               

animated visualization as compared to a simple static display. Hegarty (1992), Hegarty, Kiriz             
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and Cate (2003) found out that static graphics help to understand, study, remember, and              

communicate complicated matters and interpret illustrations of dynamic processes. On the other            

hand, Griffin et al. (2006) show that users of animated maps were faster and more accurate in                 

detecting spatiotemporal clusters than users of small multiples. Using these two opposing            

examples out of an array of comparative studies, we can safely say that the research on this                 

matter is far from conclusive.  

The space-time cube is an example of a static, 3D visualization that is based on the idea                 

of geologic strata which in most cases increase in age with depth, and can be envisioned using                 

two geographical horizontal axes and a temporal vertical one (Nakaya, 2013). Within the cube,              

spatiotemporal data can be represented as individual entities such as points that map events in               

space and time, which amounts to 3D scatterplots (Piringer et al. 2004). Points can be connected                

with lines if the corresponding events belong to a common process, e.g. the movement of people                

during a workday in a city (Chen et al., 2011). Alternatively, using aggregation techniques such               

as kernel density, spatiotemporal processes within the space-time cube can be represented as             

volumes and surfaces, which is possible for points, e.g. disease cases (Delmelle et al., 2014) or                

trajectories like the movement of ocean vessels (Demšar and Virrantaus, 2010). By visualizing             

crime patterns within the space-time cube, Nakaya (2013) found patterns of successive stable and              

transient clusters of illegal activities in the city of Kyoto and pinned down the temporal scale of                 

these occurrences (half-yearly). 

Alternatively, animation can be utilized to convey the temporal dimensions within a map.             

Animations are sequences of static images, shown in rapid succession in order to appear in fluid                

motion. It can be used to disseminate geographical knowledge to a broad audience, but due to its                 
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wide spectrum of applications, it can also serve scientists as a means of knowledge discovery, a                

method to detect patterns in large spatiotemporal datasets (Harrower and Fabrikant, 2008).            

Animation can be non-temporal, for instance in the very popular fly-by scenes where the user               

flies through a landscape, therefore changing the viewpoint and not the scene (DiBiase et al.,               

1992). Animated maps are usually less than a minute long as the cognitive load for the user in                  

such displays is high, since it is difficult to remember previous frames. Those map animations               

that convey time usually include a temporal legend in form of a clock, a cycle, or a bar, which                   

tells us about the pace of passage of map time. 

 

Challenges of visualizing spatiotemporal data 

In his keystone publication, Ifan D. Shepherd (2008) critically reevaluates the use of 3D              

geographical visualizations, which has been increasing due to the boost in availability of             

interactive 3D computer graphics. In his view, geographers have to reconsider the use of 3D               

maps because of the following reasons: Scientists need to avoid repeating the technology first              

mistake that they committed in the 1980s when colors first became available for computer              

displays and were used without questioning about their benefits. In addition, many map makers              

do not adhere to the principles of effective information visualization, no matter how many              

dimensions they are working with. Shepherd suggest developing an appropriate understanding of            

the challenges, advantages and limitations of 3D visualization first. In all fairness, he admits the               

benefits of adding a third dimension to the display, such as gaining additional display space,               

which allows for more data and context to be shown. In addition, it enables to display an                 

additional variable and provides a familiar view of the world. It also relaxes the problem of                
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overlapping and obscured symbols on 2D maps when space is scarce but plentiful data to be                

displayed. 

However, there are plenty of problems with 3D views: First, scale varies within a 3D               

scene. Due to the foreshortening effect, it is impossible to compare the size, height or length of                 

objects as the ways of dealing with this, such as slicing planes, do have serious downsides too.                 

Second, the problem of symbol occlusion is not solved with 3D views due to the alignment of                 

data objects with the user’s line of sight. One approach to resolve this problem is to temporarily                 

hide objects that interfere with the one in focus, or to move them out of the way, either manually                   

or through distortion (fish-eye view). The most promising solution are multiple linked views,             

where the dataset is visualized in different ways and from different angles.  

Animation poses additional challenges for visualizing spatiotemporal data, especially         

when trying to pinpoint its benefits compared to static techniques, such as small multiples (as               

mentioned before). It is hard to assess the advantage of animation per se, as we would have to                  

compare them to graphics that do not change over time, which is exactly what animation would                

add. These graphics should hold the exact same information content as the animation they are               

being compared to. In many cases, animations contain information that is not available in their               

static counterparts, which is the details of microsteps between larger steps, the minute             

spatiotemporal actions of components (Tversky, Morrison and Bétrancourt, 2002).  

Research on the benefits of animation in the cartographic realm is far from conclusive              

because it depends on how ‘benefit’, or ‘success’ is quantified (Harrower and Fabrikant, 2008).              

Furthermore, it has been shown that small multiples and animation are best used for different               

tasks, the former for detecting general trends, the latter for comparisons of different time steps               
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(Slocum et al., 2004). Commonly used success metrics are completion time or response             

accuracy, the former being a measure of efficiency, the latter a measure of quality. Thus, in some                 

studies, participants displayed lower completion times using animation, but also lower response            

accuracy. However, there are also studies showing that completion time did not have any effect               

on response accuracy (Harrower and Fabrikant, 2008). 

Tversky, Morrison and Bétrancourt (2002) also point towards the option of interaction:            

Studies that compared animated graphics with static ones failed to assess the benefit of animation               

per se, because the animated condition allowed for interaction while the static one did not. When                

compared to interactive animations, non-interactive ones have the disadvantage of higher           

cognitive load for comparison tasks across space and time, as the user has to wait and memorize                 

spatiotemporal patterns, whereas interaction allows for jumping to the desired time step or             

location directly (Harrower and Fabrikant, 2008).  

 

Finding patterns in spatiotemporal processes 

So, what should geographers do if they are to visualize big multidimensional            

spatiotemporal datasets in order to detect patterns and support decision-makers? If every single             

record is shown regardless of temporal dependency and dimensionality, viewers may have            

problems perceiving, following and apprehending the large number of data objects that change             

simultaneously (Andrienko et al., 2010). Therefore, aforementioned aggregation techniques such          

as space-time kernel density (Delmelle et al., 2014; Demšar and Virrantaus, 2010) are an              

interesting avenue of research for addressing the issue. However, data mining, which involves             

computational techniques for semi-, or fully automated extraction of feature patterns from the             
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massive multidimensional datasets is another alternative. Data mining is a user-centric,           

interactive process, where data mining experts collaborate with domain experts to solve a given              

problem. Most of them involve some form of clustering techniques, such as k-means, in order to                

group data objects based on a similarity measure (Compieta et al., 2007). Finally, the formulation               

of association rules to find local and global correlations between patterns is also a very popular                

element of the data mining process, and enables to uncover hidden patterns in big datasets.               

Schuhmann and Tominski (2011) show visualizations of such association rules through the use             

of arrows, small multiples and color and conclude their research stating that the goal of the                

ensemble of all considered techniques is to  

 

“support analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces.”  
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